AN EXCURSION IN
SIERRAS DE LAS
NIEVES
Sierras de las Nieves
Is considered one of the most
environmentally valuable areas of
Andalucia and large areas are classified as
a Natural Park. This excursion is made in
the eastern part of the park. Villages as
Tolox, Yunquera, Casarabonela, El Burgo,
Monda, Ojen are all situated within this
natural park. There is a roadmap attached
so you can follow where we are going.
Monda
This village is the first village on our tour,
Here you can visit the laundry trough of
La Jaula, the house-museum of Mari Gloria
– a private home where you can see
hundreds of items and tools which were
used decades ago. On the top above the
village I the castle – today a hotel and
restaurant - situated with wonderful
views.
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Yunquera
Passing the village of Gauro and turning left you will soon reach Yunquera. As
in every other village you will find a church – La Encarnacion - in the middle
of the village and at the entrance a Moorish watchtower. For those liking
walking there are several routes starting here among the woods of Pinsapos
trees and you can enjoy some emblematic views.
El Burgo
For an excellent panoramic vision of El Burgo and its surroundings, there is
no better place than the Monument-Mirador al Guarda Forestal. At 900
meters above sea level, the views are simply hypnotic; with forests of firs,
pines and oaks of the Sierra de las Nieves and the head of the Turon River
basin as a mark.
Finally, and to commemorate the Roman past of El Burgo, we recommend
visiting Puente de Málaga (Malaga Bridge) and Medieval Acequia near the
Turon River. You will also get surprised by the waterfall of Dique (Dam) and
the Mill of Fuensanta, of the XVIII century.
From the Andalusian era some remains of the towers and walls of the Castillo
de Miraflores are preserved. Destroyed and rebuilt several times and it was
badly damaged in the earthquake of 1755, this fort served as a settlement to
the French artillery during War of Independence.
This also the birthplace of the notorious bandit Pasos Largos and the heroic
commander Benitez.
Casarabonela
Due to its kinder landscape, the area was inhabited during the Neolithic
times. Nothing of note remains, but Roman traces can be seen within the
locality. Casarabonela geographically belongs to the Hoya de Málaga valley
and the fertile valley that leads down to the coast. Apart from its castle, there
is the church of Santiago, the Sacred Art Museum and several chapels,
fountains and shrines all well worth to see. The Cactus Garden and Los Mizos
mill are others.
Alozaina
Stop and see the Maria Sagredo tower, remains of the castle and the hamlet
of Jorox.
Tolox
Although its Moorish castle no longer stands, the layout of the village Tolox
dates back to the times of A-Andaluz, as a stroll through the narrow streets
confirm. The highest peak of the natural park La Torrecilla and Spains
deepest cave, the Gesm chasm, are situated here. Go up to the restaurant on
top of the village and enjoy and lunch with beautiful views.

